PlagScan ranked as one of the top softwares for plagiarism detection worldwide
PlagScan has been ranked by the European Network for Academic
Integrity as one of the best providers for text-matching software. The
ranking results from several tests comparing the performance, coverage and usability of 15 products worldwide.
Cologne (February 2020) - The European Network for Academic Integrity
(ENAI) has ranked PlagScan as one of the top products for plagiarism detection amongst 14 other solutions. Scoring best in terms of usability and close
to the best score in coverage, PlagScan has been featured in the ENAI report
as a recommended text-matching software.The publication of the report was
funded by HTW Berlin.
The main goal of the conducted tests was to compare usability and coverage of
the available tools. The criteria for comparison and rating are covering different
aspects. From how many documents can be processed at the same time, how
understable evidence and matches were highlighted and showcased how accessible and understandable report results are presented.
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Supporting fair and helpful evaluation and feedback
For the conducted tests the different ways in which plagiarism happens, is
disguised and detected in academia were taken in consideration, the report
states. Also, the limited time instructors in academia have for checking submitted work and other challenges faced due to that were acknowledged.
“Tools finding matches between texts are a great help to identify authorship.
The leading role in safeguarding academic integrity is still taken by humans”,
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says Markus Goldbach, CEO and founder of PlagScan. “Software enables
all of us to efficiently investigate a document. In the end it is professors
and teachers who are in charge evaluating their student’s work and provide
them with helpful feedback. PlagScan exists to support this task. We are
honored to see we are ranked among the best in doing so.”
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The ENAI report also shows room for improvement in all compared products,
also for providers with high scores. Read the entire report here:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.04279

About PlagScan
PlagScan is an education software provider, creating award-winning tools
to safeguard Academic Integrity and Copyrights. We develop high-tech
solutions in compliance with strict data security regulations since 2009 and
our solutions serve more than 2,000 organizational customers worldwide.
PlagScan educates students on the topic of plagiarism and academic integrity to maintain quality of education helping to educate original thinkers
and writers.

